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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

History is evidence to the advent and passing away of many trade and craft 

tradition. Most of the region abounds in a wealth of craft and skilled artisans who have 

fashioned exquisite products and passed on the trade from generation to generations. 

The popularity of these craft lie in their creative instinct and attractive colour scheme 

coupled with designs and traditional motif. Yet, there comes a time when lack of 

patronage, scarcity of material and simple loss of interest bring about the closure of 

workshops and those who were dependent upon it have to seek livelihood elsewhere. 

Before the introduction of machinery, every article of the domestic use was 

produced by hand and thus the nomenclature 'Handicraft'. It was usually used to 

denote the activity of traditional craft, and if an artisan did his job perfectly he would 

easily acquire a patron who normally used to keep him in continuous employment. 

Gradually artisan became the keystone of the developing economy. He organize guild, 

which absorbs his son in his trade, for there is a strong tradition of continuity by 

inheritance in the history of craftsmanship. Particular technique passes down in 

families from one generation to another and even the apprenticeship was quasi-parental 

relationship. The craftsmen increase grad~y in individuality, security, scope and 

importance until the invention of machinery which revolutionized the industrial sector. 

With the emergence of industrialization there has been a lot of change in the 

traditional craftsmanship, a worker who produces an article by hand is still a handicraft 

artisan in spite of his labour being facilitate by an electric motor or by machine spin 

yarns or by standard dyes made in big chemical plants. It cannot be denied that the 

technique of the craft may change with the invention of new tools. Its prevalence may 

decrease as the industry becomes mechanised, the status of the craftsman may change 

as he becomes a part of larger industrial polity. Despite these apparently inimical 

developments, crafts remain an essential method of production in many lines of 

manufacturing. Besides, the study of traditional craft is an essential key to the 

understanding of the people's culture. It cannot be denied that in man's struggle for 

existence, artifacts and resources are his greatest asset. 

In India, the crafts have an importance of their own. They express the great 

tradition and cultural heritage of our country. As long as the masses of India retain their 

taste for superb workmanship, as long as they continue to be delighted by the beautiful 

artifacts, so long will crafts of India survive and even flourish. Even in the face of 
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challenges of the modem times, and in spite of various factors, which led to the decay 

of this sector, the traditional crafts show a remarkable utility. They have survived even 

the dark ages of Indian handicraft, the British regime of torture to artisans in order to 

ascertain the marketing of machine made goods in India. Their skill and the 

productivity of the traditional industry were at par with the modem manufacturing 

industries of the west. 

The Report of industrial commission 1918, Govt. of India, remarks that the skill 

of the Indian artisans in the production of delicate woven fabrics, in mixing of colour, 

in working on metal and stone and in all the manner of art and craft has from early 

times enjoyed a world wide celebrity. 

Prof. Weber is of the opinion that at a time when West Europe, the birth place 

of modem industrial system was inhabited by un-civilized tribes, India was famous for 

the wealth of her rural based highly artistic skilled craftsmen. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Some of the reasons for the survival of the crafts are: 

Artisans are by nature home loving and conservative. Besides illiteracy, poverty 

and lack of alternative means of employment have forced them to stick to their age

old ancestral profession. 

Artisans feel more independent and at ease while working amidst his family 

surrounding. 

The rigid caste system stood in the way of changing their ancestral work 

irrespective of the fact that some of these crafts ceased to be remunerative. 

The proximity of market and intimate knowledge of the consumers need gave an 

advantage to some of the traditional crafts over the factory products. 

The able and efficient artisans have always introduced new varieties of article in 

accordance with the changed time and taste of people. 

A section of people generally like to have goods of high artistic value produced by 

the traditional artisans. They are prepared to pay higher prices for highly artistic 

goods rather than to purchase cheap machine made goods. 

The joint family system and congenial home atmosphere provided facilities for the 

continuance of the crafts. 

Indian agricultural workers needed supplementary occupation, which is provided by 

the household craft culture which absorb their idle time and augment their low 

earning. 
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• Swadeshi movement during pre-independence period provided a much stimulus to 

the rural based traditional crafts. 

1.1 ISSUE 

The process of economic growth involves a significant change in the economic 

activities in hill region bringing about a change in the structure of the economy. In most 

of the backward hill areas zeal for the rapid economic development and modernization 

has exhibited itself in the creation of comparatively developed pocket amidst vast 

under-developed rural and poverty stricken hill areas. With the advent of machine age 

and development of transport network, most of the rural areas are exposed to modem 

means of development, which led to a gradual decay of the symbiotic functional system 

of the rural society. This has in turn ruined the economy of the traditional crafts, 

shattered the economic integration of the communities, and brought a complete 

holocaust to the cultural distinctness. Excessive dependence on the land forces, the 

agricultural sector to dispel a part of its working population, secondary and tertiary 

sector employment opportunities if any are restricted. All other formal sectors are 

incapable of absorbing the overspill, after meeting their internal demands. In this 

conflicting situation, the decay of a particular sector of employment possesses a serious 

problem and obviously, the rational solution seems to be in developing the viable 

traditional skill based crafts. In a nutshell, these hill areas are characterized by 

underemployment and intermittent employment. This situation necessitates:-

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Creation of job opportunities in mass scale in the rural as well as urban areas . 

Development of work places which are cheap so that infrastructure cost should not 

be unattainable. 

Adoption of production technology, which are relatively simple, so that demand for 

high skills of labour are minimized 

Promotion of less sophisticated organisational forms related to supply, finance and 

marketing. 

And production mainly for conservation of local resources and mainly if not wholly 

for local consumption. 

These requirements can be met in some hill areas if planning for the 

development of promising traditional handicraft is done with an effort to develop and 

apply improved traditional skill based intermediate technology. These handicrafts, in 
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their present structure are conducive to decentralisation, compatible with the laws of 

ecology and gentle in its' use of resources. Besides, in such a society, artisans and 

traditional crafts play a vital role in the process of socio-economic development. It is 

thus, these handicrafts have an important place in the economy of Darjeeling hill areas. 

The importance of this sector arises from various advantages that they possesses 

which is evident from the following facts: 

From employment point of view the tapping of surplus manpower and 

considerable reduction in under-employment and unemployment are possible by the 

development of handicraft industries (cottage and household industries). According to 

Indian Fiscal Commission of 1949-50, the cottage and household industries not only 

provide a source of occupation but also constitute elements in the way of life that is 

associated with a predominantly rural economy. 

The importance of this sector also lies in the fact that it provides large scale 

employment with immediate effect and brings about a more equitable distribution of 

income and thereby helps in combating the twin problems of poverty and 

unemployment. In a region infested with chronic mass poverty, unemployment and 

underdevelopment, low agricultural productivity, production at subsistence level, 

absence of large-scale application of scientific and technological advancement, the 

scope for optimum utilization of traditional industry assumes great importance. 

The National Commission on Agriculture has observed that despite best effort 

to create additional employment in tertiary sector a large backlog of unemployment in 

the rural areas will remain. The development of rural industries and decentralization of 

manufacturing units in rural sector are necessary to remove this backlog. Due to some 

inherent limitation in the growth of organized industrial sector in rural areas and 

migration of huge manpower to urban areas, where employment opportunities are 

limited, the importance of unorganized sector is significant. 

It has been pointed out that the employment generating capacity in household 

and cottage industries is eight times greater than large industries. The cost per person 

employed with appropriate technology in rural industries is Rs1500/- to Rs 2000 /

while it is Rs 25,000 to Rs. 1.5 lakhs in major cases. In the region like Darjeeling hill 

areas, that has a predominantly rural economy, large scale thrust on the development of 

village industries will help to achieve maximum utilisation of resources. Without the 

proper guidance and continuous improvement in technique, the handicraft industries 
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based on local resource and skill might otherwise remain unutilised. Some problems 

that unplanned urbanisation tends to create will be avoided by the establishment of 

various handicraft centre catering to the interest of local artisans in urban and rural 

areas. 

The development of handicraft and allied industries would be possible to check 

regional imbalance in general and reduce the inequality in income if the opportunities 

are provided in this sectors. True to this expectation that these industries with proper 

safeguard will result in a large and more widely distributed sharing of production 

functions, therefore, it will lead to equitable distribution of the produce of industry. 

These sectors are important even in a rapid programme of industrializations as a means 

of bridging more swiftly the gap between the subsistence sector and advanced sector, 

and enable a higher level of income and economic growth. 

The handicraft sector plays an important role in dispersal and decentralization 

of industrial units as they can be established with relative ease. It has a special claim for 

consideration as it encourages local investment through which the decentralisation of 

industrial production can be achieved. The dispersed characters of these industries 

facilitate the utilisation of scattered resources of backward areas. 

The location pattern of the traditional handicraft has primarily been guided by 

the utilization of raw materials and resources available in the rural areas and for 

catering to the basic need of the people residing therein. Resources in region are varied 

and ample stress on production of mass consumption goods and optimal utilisation of 

local raw material constitute the backbone for the development of this sector. Besides, 

the craftsmen with his craft are also adaptable largely to the changing condition and 

habit of the people. There is no scope for industrial strife in this sector of industry as 

owner himself with family members are the industrial worker. Again better skill is 

usually the sole criterion, which leads to better production in these industries. Further, 

while development of large industries creates a heavy strain on our limited foreign 

exchange resources, these industries do not require higher outlays of foreign exchange. 

This sector as compared to the larger industry has the advantage of low cost of 

distribution because of their location in close proximity to the market. 

All the above considerations form a strong base for the urgency to develop the 

handicraft in the study areas. Since time immemorial, Darjeeling hill areas are known 

for its rich cultural heritage. It is amazmg to find that innumerable objects of 
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magnificent beauty are produced from a simple material, which is interwoven with the 

social life of the communities and reflects the degree of adaptation with the natural 

environment of the place were he lives. The region has a rich and distinct heritage of 

craft culture. Traditional handicraft items such as Thanka painting, Kalimpong arts 

such as scroll painting, wall hanger embroidery, patch work art, carpet weaving, Yatha, 

Kalimpong bags, Bamboo craft, Woodcraft, Silver craft, Black smithy, Copper craft, 

etc are the important as that help in sustaining the people. There are highly skilled 

craftsmen who can catch up with the changing trend of modem time provided they get 

training in the modem methodology and appropriate inputs are made available to them. 

The producer and their community people consume quite a few of the products 

of these crafts. The kind and type of production of some items are therefore largely 

determined by the pattern and intensity of people's wants rather than by the demand for 

the market at large. Market, fluctuation thus in some cases do not affect the economy of 

this sector. Thus, there exist a gap between market condition and products. Besides, 

they have established equilibrium between themselves and their product as well as the 

technological advancement made by others. The purpose of some of the non-artisan 

producer is to meet their requirement and not the market demands and this should not 

be taken as lack of entrepreneurship. 

Now some questions regarding development of traditional handicrafts can be 

raised: 

• Can such a sector be revived, in the light of its contribution to the rural economy in 

general? 

• Can all enterprises ensure a comfortable living to artisans, when he depends only on 

such an activity? 

• Can such an activity adapt to new innovations in technology, which are suitable to 

formal sector units? 

• Can the artisan be motivated to acquire the levels of skill generated among the 

employees of formal sectors? 

The economic potentiality of this decentralised and unorganised sector is not yet 

fully established. Moreover, the worker in informal sector gets the privilege of working 

usually creatively with his own pace with traditional tools. This means a huge 

extension of working hours. They are always agreeably productively engaged. The 
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system of production mobilises the priceless resources, which are possesses by human 

beings. 

Applicability of the concept of developing these industries are not universal. 

There are some handicrafts, which no more exist, and some will die its natural death. 

But some handicraft like Thanka painting, Kalimpong arts (scroll painting, needle work 

and other), Weaving, Bamboo craft, Wood carving, Kalimpong bags, Copper-brass 

craft, Black smithy and Silver craft have survived and show ample signs of further 

development. 

For the development of appropriate technology in connection with micro and 

tiny industries oflndia Prof. D.R.Gadgil refers that one approach could be to start with 

the existing traditional techniques of the industries and to utilizes the knowledge of 

advanced technique to transform them suitably. The transformation implies retaining 

some elements of existing equipment, skill and procedure. Thus, the idea of revival of 

this sector does not imply simply to a going back in history for the development of 

products and methods now outdated. It means a genuine forward movement into new 

territories where products and traditional skill and technology are used appropriately 

for the development of the areas. 

Various questions raised in foregoing paragraphs call for an in-depth study of 

the economy of this sector, the problems of operation of the enterprise and generation 

of skill of the workers so as to find out the methods and techniques of the development 

of this sector. These generalisations will lead to a set of insight into broader pattern of 

growth and change. This however will need a formulation of suitable strategies for the 

perspective craft and hence framing suitable set of policy for the steady growth of the 

economy. Thus in conformity with the new national policy of revitalisation of the 

economy in general, due emphasis should be given to the development of handicraft 

which occupy an important place in the sphere of rural and urban industrilisation. 

1.2 HYPOTHESIS 

The present work will try to assert the truth of the following proposition which 

if found to be true can be regarded as true statements. 

• In general traditional handicrafts present in Darjeeling hill areas have potentialities 

for survival and have bright prospects of development. 
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• 

• 

However not all the traditional handicrafts of this region have equal potentiality for 

the survival hence in course of time some may die its natural death. 

In specific some of the traditional handicrafts with the aid of proper policies could 

be the prime focus for the generation of employment of various ethnic/ religious 

groups, and some cases it could be the vehicle for the development of the specific 

micro areas where the handicraft in question is concentrated. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE 

Keeping in view, the need for revitalisation of the traditional handicraft sector 

for giving impetus to the rural and urban economy in general, and to boost the growth 

of this sector for industrialisation in particular, the prima objective of this study will be 

to evaluate the potentials and prospects of development of some of the existing hill 

handicraft of Eastern Himalayas located in the hill areas of Darjeeling district, in the 

state of West Bengal. Thus, the present study intends to furnish the problems and 

prospects of selected handicraft at a greater length. 

Attempt will be made to formulate the constructive guidelines for the 

eradication of the inherent problems of this sector to attain viable development in 

sectoral as well as spatial aspect so that it ensures a maximum utilisation of the 

potentials of the sector. While formulating, the strategies for regeneration of this 

decaying sector proper emphasis has been given for the identification of the problems 

of the sector like low income of the artisans, low level of investment, irregular 

employment, monopoly of middlemen and trader in marketing system, absolute low 

level of technological attainment and skill formation, difficulties in procurement of raw 

materials and in meeting consumer's preference. Lastly, suitable policy measures will 

be framed for the development of design oriented innovative works in the related crafts. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Thus, present thesis will have the following objective in focus: 

To make an inventory of the major traditional handicrafts and examine the extent of 

involvement of different communities practicing them. 

To study the existing pattern of procurement of raw materials, marketing of finished 

products and financing the investment need of the sector. 

To study the process of production and examine the level and type of technique 

involved there in. 

To analyse the general characteristics and economic efficiency of major handicrafts . 
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• To formulate a functional model for an empirical investigation of the mechanism of 

income generation and productivity growth in major handicrafts in particular and 

total crafts sectors in general. 

• To derive a set of policy measures to achieve the social and economic goals of 

developing the traditional handicraft sector. 

1.4 METHODOLOGY 

The present work has been done through the following methodology: 

• To begin with, an attempt has been made to conceptulise the classification of the 

Small industry in general and traditional handicraft in particular and emphases the 

role of handicraft in Indian economy. Besides, a review of the work on handicraft 

done by various authors has been attempted with a view to understand the 

importance of this neglected sector in the economy. This has established the 

importance of handicraft sector in the economy and further established that the 

development of handicrafts is crucial in the view of channeling the growing 

potentials. An attempt has also been made to highlight the various schemes of the 

government for the development of the handicraft sector. 

• Then efforts have been made to make an inventory into the selected ten crafts 

which encompasses examination of the major aspects like location, community 

involved, article produce, raw materials used, seasonality in production, tools and 

accessories, marketing of finished product etc, to understand the importance of the 

operations related to the crafts in the way of living of the artisans and to ascertain 

the level of development as well as the degree of acceptance towards modernization 

of the sector. It has also been felt necessary to study the distribution, economic 

pursuits, living condition, literacy and education, social adaptation to innovations 

etc, of the concern craftsmen. 

• 

• 

• 

Then, attempt has been made to present an overview on the technique of production 

applied in the different handicrafts. 

This has been followed by an analysis of the economic characteristics of the 

selected traditional handicrafts to identify the problems of growth and understand 

the ways for removing the inhibitive factors of development. 

Following the analysis of the economic characteristics vanous constrain are 

recognized while developing the handicraft sectors. 
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•· 

• Inferences from the above analysis has led to build a model for income generation 

and productivity growth in the various craft sectors for directing the path of growth 

and setting guidelines for a brighter future of the artisans activities. The model has 

been applied to and tested empirically for total handicrafts sector in general as well 

as for each traditional handicrafts in particular, to find out the peculiarity and 

specialty of each handicraft. This has further explained the relationship between 

various determinates of productivity growth and hence identifying the contributions 

of factors responsible for the growth of the handicrafts in question. The important 

factors and their contribution, thus found out are actually indicative of the policy 

variables for policy formulation. 

• Finally a set of policies has been put forward for action programmes for 

development of different handicrafts in question based on the value of optimal 

policy variables so that social and economic goals related to the said sector is 

achieved. 

1.5 STUDY AREA 

The Darjeeling hill areas of West Bengal have been chosen as the study area for 

this research work (Fig 1.1). From literature survey, it has been revealed that the region 

lying in the northern mountainous region of West Bengal in the lap of Himalayas has a 

distinct position. The region is abode to large number of the communities of different 

ethnic groups spread over eight constituent blocks and they are known to be 

traditionally famous for large number of artisans' activities. The products of these 

activities are sold in the market far beyond the jurisdiction of the district of origin and 

the enterprises are established for these traditional handicrafts. The selection of this 

area was also considered from the point of view of accessibility of hill villages from the 

place of institution where this research has been conducted. 

Out of several existing traditional handicraft activities present in the Darjeeling 

hill areas, ten traditional handicrafts are commonly known from consumers' and 

producers' point of view. Dependence of artisans' communities for their livelihood on 

these handicrafts is more important as it sustain comparatively a larger number of 

craftsmen in the study area. 

Block level information and knowledge of the functionaries of the hill 

development and welfare departments have indicated that these handicrafts namely : 
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Thanka painting, Kalimpong arts (scroll painting, needle work and other), weaving, 

bamboo craft, Kalimpong bags, bamboo craft, wood craft, copper-brass craft, black 

smithy and silver craft are known to be functioning principally in different blocks of 

hill areas of Darjeeling district. 

Traditional handicraft of Darjeeling hill areas has been taken for the study 

because it is a neglected sector. Dwindling nature of the handicraft in general and the 

need for revitalising the industry at the root and for giving an overview for providing an 

objective for planning to reduce pressure on the other employment sector, has deemed 

it necessary to concentrate at the sector. Besides, the contemporary culture of the 

people in the study area has deep root in the traditional past and some of the traditional 

handicrafts are an inseparable part of the life. 

1.6 SURVEY TECHNIQUE 

The Handicraft units are operating at household industry level. They are neither 

registered with District Industry Centre nor with any other Govt. organization owing to 

their specific nature of operation and category of production. No mentionable 

secondary source information on the handicrafts stating number of units, employment, 

output and income, investment in fixed capital and in working capital etc. were 

available for the analysis. However a few research articles dealing with this subject on 

the study area have depended largely on limited sample surveys conducted in few 

villages only. Magazine and research journals representing the crafts of the study area 

also do not conform to the objective of the study as it entails only the literary and 

aesthetic generalisations. Such account could not be taken in the study for the 

generalisations and application of decision-making techniques. 

Hence, the study has been the outcome of a long drawn and rigorous field 

survey. The Random sampling without replacement have been adopted for the present 

investigation. To tackle the problems several kinds of data were collected from primary 

sources. Each of the data obtained through primary survey have been processed for 

analyzing the socio-economic condition of the artisans and examining the functioning 

of the craft sectors. In the view of this, altogether three different types of the primary 

survey were conducted. First of these, is the survey of the artisan handicrafts which is 

designed to collect the data on general and economic performance of the handicraft to 

have a clear understanding of the problems of the artisans, Secondly, survey attempts to 
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trace the technique of production of the article in the different sectors of the household 

Thirdly survey was done to collect the information on socio-economic condition of the 

artisans' household. Besides, associated officials and knowledgeable persons have also 

. been consulted regarding the different crafts. 

The secondary data used for the present study are obtained ·from the following 

sources: 

• Census of India, West Bengal and District Census Handbook. 

• District Gazetteer 

• Statistical Abstract and Bureau of statistics of Govt. of West Bengal 

• Economic Review of Govt. of India. 

• Various Published books, Journals, Articles etc. 

1.7 SAMPLE COVERAGE 

The research work designed has demanded study of the process of production, 

analysis of the units and the household of the artisans to full fill the objective stated 

earlier. Thus, it has been felt necessary to conduct sample survey for sets of 

illformation related to technique of production, artisans' household industry and the . 

socio- eco condition of the household. For compatibility and convenience the data on 

the above three items of information have been collected from the same premise. 

Initially, it was attempted to conduct sample survey in selected 100 Villages from eight 

blocks already identified as study area. It was decided to cover about 300 units having 

10 different craft units owned by the entrepreneurs. The villages were selected with the 

help of official of District Industries centre, Official of Manjusha, craft dealers, 

member of panchayet samity and knowledgeable persons. The basic ideas of 

identifying villages were principally the specialization in the craft activity and variation 

in practicing ethnic groups. After selecting the villages, the identification of households 

practicing particular craft by the particular community was done with the assistance of 

the Village level workers and knowledgeable local persons. Taking it as the population, 

sample households were drawn by simple random sampling method without 

replacement (SRSWOR) for interviewing through·structural questionnaires. Thus actual 

sample size comes down to 253 household units from 63 villages for interviews 

representing ten handicrafts practiced by different communities. In the process, some of 

the crafts such as drift wood artifact, bone craft, handmade paper, Lepcha weaving, 
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hand knitting and other such items have been eliminated due to their sporadic nature. 

Even several question included in the Performa could not be accepted for analysis 

because of their doubtful reliability. The sampling schemes of the various handicrafts 

are given below. 

1.7.1 Sampling Scheme for Thanka Painting 

Samples have been drawn from four blocks in the Darjeeling hill areas which 

have Thanka painting to a significant extent. 20 sample units have been drawn based on 

proportional size of distribution. The Thanka craftsman are almost homogenous in 

character, therefore sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling Method without 

Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help of random table 

(Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Number of units surveyed from 

different villages is shown in Table 1.1 and Fig 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7 and 1.8. 

Table 1.1 No. of village surveyed for Thanka Painting 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 
Alubari 1 
Darjeeling Town 4 
Jorehatta 1 

Sukhiapokhri Jorebung1ow Rangbul 1 
SukhiQ_okhria 1 

Kurseong 
Kurseong Town 1 
Mungpoo Cinchona Plantation 1 
Kalimpof!& Town 6 

Kalimpong-I Tashiding Forest 2 
Bhalukhop Khasmahal 1 

Kalimpong-II Algarah Bazar 1 

Total units surveyed for Thanka Painting 20 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.2 Sampling Scheme for Kalimpong Arts 

Only two blocks in the study area have Kalimpong Arts to a considerable extent. 21 

sample units have drawn from two blocks based on proportional size of distribution. 

The Kalimpong Arts craftsman are almost homogenous in character, therefore sampling 

is done with Simple Random Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The 

sampling has been done with the help of random table (Random Sampling Number 
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arranged by Tippett). Distribution of sample in Kalimpong Arts is given in Table 1.2 

and Fig 1.7 and 1.8. 

T bl 1 2 N f ·n a e 0.0 VI age surveye or tmponl d fl Kal" A rts 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Kalimpong Town II 

Kalimpong-I Dr. Grahms Homes 2 

Sinday Bong Khasmahal 3 
Dungra Khasmahal 2 

Bong~ Khasmahal 3 
Kalimpong -II Algarah Bazar I 

Total units surveyed for Kalimpong Arts 2I 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.3 Sampling Scheme for Carpet Weaving 

Carpet Weaving is noteworthy only in three blocks of Darjeeling hill areas. 

Thus, eight sample units have been taken based on proportional size of distribution. 

The Carpet Weaver are almost homogenous in character, sampling is done with Simple 

Random Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been 

done with the help of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). 

Distribution of sample Carpet weaving units is given in Table 1.3 and Fig 1.2, 1.3, 1.5 

and 1.7. 

Table 1.3 No. of village surveyed for Carpet Weaving 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Daijeeling Town I 

Daljeeling Pulbazar 
Pandam Tea Garden 1 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhri H.C. Road 1 

Kurseong Kurseong Town I 

Kalimpong Town 2 

Kalimpong-I Dungra Khasmahal I 

Kalimpong Khasmahal 1 

Total units surveyed for Carpet Weaving 8 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.4 Sampling Scheme for Yatha Weaving 

Based on proportional size of distribution only one block in the study area have 

the sizable proportion of Y atha weaver and 14 sample units have been drawn from 
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Kalimpong-1 block for the analysis. Sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling 

Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Distribution of 

sample Yatha Weaving is given in Table 1.4 and Fig. 1.7. 

Table 1.4 No. of village surveyed for Yatha Weaving 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area No. ofunits 
surveyed 

Kalimpong Town 4 

Kalimpong-1 Bhalukhop Khasmahal 7 
Kalimpong Khasmahal 2 
Bong Khas Mahal 1 

Total units surveyed for Yatha Weaving 14 
Source: Fteld Survey 

1.7.5 Sampling Scheme for Kalimpong Bag 

Kalimpong Bags is considerable craft of Darjeeling-Pulbazar and Kalimpong-I 

block. 25 sample units have been taken from the block based on proportional size of 

distribution. Kalimpong Bags craftsman are almost homogenous in character, therefore 

sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling Method without Replacement 

(SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help of random table (Random 

Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Number of units surveyed from different 

village is shown in table 1.5 and Fig. 1.2, 1.3 and 1.7. 

Table 1.5 No. of village surveyed for Kalimpong Bags 

C.D.Biock Village I Urban Area No. ofunits 
surveyed 

Darjeeling Pulbazar Datjeeling Town 3 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhri H.C. Road 1 

Kalimpong Town 10 
Kalimpong- I Bhalukhop Khasmahal 5 

Bong Khasmahal 6 
Total units surveyed for Kalimpong Bags 25 

Source: Field Survey 

1. 7.6 Sampling Scheme for Bamboo Craft 

Bamboo craft is popular and common craft in all the blocks of the study area 

due to its utilitarian value. Thus, 53 sample units have been drawn from eight block 

based on proportional size of distribution. The Bamboo craft craftsman are almost 

homogenous in character, therefore sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling 
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Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Distribution of 

sample Bamboo craft units is given in Table 1.6 and Fig, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8 

and 1.9. 

Table 1.6 No. of village surveyed for Bamboo craft 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Pandam Tea Garden 1 
Lamagoan 2 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 
Jhepi 1 
Kaijalia 1 
Som Tea Garden 1 
Goke 1 
Dhajia Khasmahal 1 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhari Nagari farm Tea Garden 1 
Tarjam Tea Garden 1 
Lopchu Khasmahal 1 
Peshok Tea Garden 3 

Rangli Rangliot 
Takdah 2 
Mungwa Khasmahal 1 
Takdah Tea Garden 1 
Tista Valley Tea Garden 1 
Ambotia Tea Garden 1 
Chataipani Tea Garden 1 
Selpu Khas Mahal 1 
Mahanadi Tea Garden 1 

Kurseong Toryak Khas Mahal 1 

Upper Mamring Khasmahal 1 
Mungpoo Cinchona Plantation 2 
Sittong Khasmahal 1 
Singbuli Tea Garden 1 
Sourenibusti 1 

Mirik Putung Tea Garden 1 
Panigata 1 
Bara Chaenga 1 
Echay.Khasmahal 2 
Sindaybong Khasmahal 4 

Kalimpong-1 Dungra Khasmahal 4 
Bhalukhop Khasmahal 1 
Bong Khasmahal 2 

Kalimpong-11 
Payong Khasmahal 4 
Mansong Cinchona Plantation 1 
Ambeok Tea Garden 1 

Gorubathan Paten Godak Khasmahal 1 

Total units surveyed for Bamboo craft 53 
Source: Field Survey 
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1.7.7 Sampling Scheme for Wood Craft 

Wood Craft is important to the study area as it is widely spread traditional 

handicraft of the region. Based on proportional size of distribution 30 sample units 

have been taken from six blocks for the study. The craftsman in Wood Craft are almost 

homogenous in character, therefore sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling 

Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Distribution of 

sample Wood Craft units is given in Table 1.7 and Fig. 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9. 

Table 1.7 No. of village surveyed for Wood Craft 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. of units 

surveyed 
Darjeeling Town 9 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 
Lebong_ & Mineral spring T.G. I 
Arya Tea Estate I 

Goke l 
Sukhiapokhari 3 

J orebunglow Sukh iapokhari 
H.C. Road 1 
Kurseong Town I 

Kurseong Mungpoo Cinchona Plantation 1 
Pankhabari I 

Kalimpong-1 
Kalimpong Town 5 
Dr. Grahms Homes 2 

Kalimpong-ll 
Pedong Bazar 1 
Dalapchan Khas Mahal l 

Gorubathan Sarnsing Khas Mahal 2 
Total units surveved for Wood Craft 30 

Source: F1eld Survey 

1.7.8 Sampling Scheme for Copper & Brass Craft 

Three blocks in the Darjeeling hill areas have Copper & Brass Craft to a 

significant extent. Thus, 16 sample units have been surveyed from the block based on 

proportional size of distribution. As the craftsmen in Copper & Brass Craft are almost 

homogenous in character, sampling is therefore done with Simple Random Sampling 

Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Nwnber of units 

surveyed from different village for Copper & Brass Craft units is given in Table 1.8 

and Fig. 1.2. 1.3 and 1.7. 
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Table 1.8 No. of village surveyed for Copper & Brass Craft 

C.D.Biock Village I Urban Area 
No. of units 

surveyed 

Darjeeling Town 7 

Darjeeling Pulbazar Lebong & Mineral spring 1 
Tea Garden 

Bijanbari I 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhri H.C. Road I 

Kalimpong-1 
Kalimpong Town l 
Dungra Khas Mahal 5 

Total units surveyed for Copper & Brass Craft 16 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.9 Sampling Scheme for Black Smithy 

The occurrence of Black smithy in all the eight blocks is testimony of its 

importance to a large extent. Thus, 32 sample units have been taken from these blocks 

Table 1.9 No. of village surveyed for Black smithy 

C.D.Biock Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Darjeeling Town 4 
Patliabas Forest 1 

Darjeeling Pulbazar Lebong & Mineral spring T.G. 2 
Jorebunglow 1 

Bijanbari I 

Jorebunglow 
Darjeeling (M) 3 
Rungbull 2 

Sukhiapokhri 
H.C. Road I 

Rangli Rangliot Takdah J 

Kurseong 
Kurseong Town I 
GiddaPahar 1 
Mirik Town I 

Miirik Sauranibasti 1 

Panigata I 

Kalimpong-1 
Kalimpong Town 4 
Dungra Khasmahal l 
Mansong Cinchona Plantation I 

Kalimpong-11 Pudung Khasrnahal 1 
Alagarah Bazar l 
Gorubathan Khas Mahal I 

Gorubathan Sarnsing Khasrnahal I 
Paten Godak Khasrnahal l 

Total units surveyed for Black smithy 32 
Source: Fteld Survey 
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based on proportional s1ze of distribution. Due to homogeneity in character of 

craftsmen and the craft sampling in Black smithy is done with Simple Random 

Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with 

the help of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Allocation 

of sample for Black smithy is presented in Table 1.9 and Fig 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 

1.8 and 1.9. 

1. 7.10 Sampling Scheme for Silver Craft 

Only three blocks have Silver Craft to a significant extent. Thus, 34 sample 

units have been drawn from the block based on proportional size of distribution. The 

Silver Craft craftsman are almost homogenous in character, therefore sampling is done 

with Simple Random Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The 

sampling has been done with the help of random table (Random Sampling Number 

arranged by Tippett). Unit wise survey of silver craft from different village is given in 

Table 1.10 and Fig 1.3 and 1.7. 

Table 1.10 No. ofvillage surveyed for Silver Craft 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 

Jorebunglow Dllljeelin_g_ (M)_ 1 
H.C. Road 1 

Sukhiapokhri 
Jorehatta 2 
Echay Khasmahal 1 

Kalimpong-I 
Dungra Khasmahal 4 

Kalimpong Town 25 
Total units surveyed for Silver Craft 34 

Source: Fteld Survey 

1.8 LIMITATION 

The study suffers from the limitation of the much generalization of the theme. 

Though the general issues of development of crafts may be a subject worthy of 

investigation, the desegregation of the variable and attributes in terms of micro regions 

and location, ethnic variation, socio-political institution, degree of assimilation and 

awareness would give clearly different results which may call for separate 

recommendation and prescription for further development of the craft. 
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Much of the information collected corresponds only to single recent year and no 

data over time for temporal comparison could be obtained either from the crafts units or 

from the individuals. Even census data on ethnic groups, their occupation, and level of 

educational attainment etc, for recent year is not available. Besides, the data available 

over census years are not always comparable. 

The craft units do not maintain any formalised accounts due to extremely low 

levels of operation. Further, the questionnaires pursued during the field survey included 

several perspective questions on the aspects like income, expenditure, investment etc, 

where some probability of exaggeration and concealment cannot be denied. 

Much of the information obtained through primary survey suffers from the 

sense of subjectivity and many of the socio-cultural attributes cannot be expressed in 

the quantitative terms. In fact, they are qualitative statements only. These limitations 

have rendered restriction on the application of sophisticated analytical technique and 

use of traditionally proven econometric and other models. 

Lastly, the study suffers from the limitation that neither there is an attempt to 

provide detail treatment on craft specific and artisan specific, financial and 

technological prescription for the improvement of the performances. 

1.9 OUTLINE OF THE WORK 

The study has depended largely on the primary survey and the data collected 

have been analysed and relevant conclusions are derived. The study's basis, 

background and findings are presented under the eight chapters. 

Chapter one is the introductory chapter. It introduces the problems and states 

the hypothesis, objectives, methodology and sampling schemes for the survey of related 

handicrafts of the study area. 

In chapter two attempts have been made on the definitional aspect of the 

handicraft. It explains the role of handicraft in the economy and occurrence of different 

handicrafts. Further a review of the works done on the handicraft has been attempted. 

Lastly an attempt has also been made to establish the relevance of the ongoing scheme 

for development of the handicrafts in the study area. 

The third chapter presents a comprehensive picture of handicraft in the study 

area. It explains sectoral and sectional distribution aspect of handicraft. It represents 
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the ethnicity, educational attainment of the artisans, besides in this chapter the focus is 

on the major raw material used by the artisans, major articles produced and seasonal 

variation in the production and the tools used by the artisans discussed. The 'chapter 

ends with the various market mechanism followed by the artisans in the study area. 

Chapter four presents an ideograph on the contemporary technique and process 

of production of the major handicraft of the study area. 

The fifth chapter deals with an in-depth analysis of the basic economic 

characteristics of the selected craft which pinpoints the inhibitive factors of their 

development. This includes the study of the factors like employment size, organisation 

of labour, age of workers, raw materials, cost of output, capital, income etc. Variations 

in the factors are normally studied from relevant classification. However, their average 

condition and variability are studied by examining mean, Standard error of mean and 

co-efficient of variation. Besides, some of the indicators representing specific nature of 

functioning of the various handicrafts have also been used in understanding the 

performance of the industry. The study is the result if the analysis of data collected 

through primary survey. 

Analysis done in the previous section has been instrumental in revealing the 

problems and identifying the factors inhibiting the growth of various handicrafts which 

has been presented in Chapter six. These problems are related to production, marketing 

and labour for the development of traditional handicraft of the hill areas of Darjeeling 

District. A detailed insight into the problems of the industry in question demand 

formulation of policies, which has been discussed in the following chapter . 

In chapter seven an attempt has been made to conceptulise the process of 

production and income generation and output growth. It tries to identify the factors 

regulating the above mentioned process and hence find out interrelationship among the 

responsible variables in annual term for each of the handicrafts. To determine the 

specific role of policy variable principle variables for different handicraft structural 

equation explaining relevant policy variables are obtained from regression analysis 

using least squares method and Cobb Douglas production analysis. The analysis done 

in this chapter is also based on data collected through primary survey. 

In the light of the finding derived in earlier chapter a set of policy for the 

development of traditional handicraft of the Darjeeling Hill Areas in the District of 
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Darjeeling have been put forward, which will ensure effective, comprehensive and 

balance development of the said economic activity. 

The Study ends with a conclusion highlighting the urgencies of development of 

the handicraft in balanced and coordinated manner for sustainable development of this 

activity in Darjeeling hill area. It also indicates future research areas for maintaining 

cultural identity in connection with artisan handicraft promotion in the greater interest 

of the local community. Besides it would also be beneficial for the region in particular 

and global community in general. 
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